Abstract. Productivity of the Lithuanian conjunction beĩ 'and', marker of so called "natural coordination", is strictly connected to the area of Lithuania Minor (former East Prussia). Lithuanian beĩ comes from conflation of the common Baltic conjunction bè 'and' and an additive particle ir 'also'. The conflated form *beir has been further reduced to beĩ in accordance with Lithuanian phonotactic rules that do not tolerate group VRR (V = Vocal, R = Resonant). There are some traces that suggest that Lithuanian beĩ 'and' came into existence in the bilingual, Old Prussian-Lithuanian environment. Keywords: Lithuanian; Old Prussian; historical syntax; etymology; language contacts.
The Lithuanian conjunction beĩ 'and' is used "in order to combine words with related meanings: Tvas beĩ mótina 'Father and mother', Dienà beĩ naktìs 'Day and night', Tėvaĩ turjo dù vaikù, snų beĩ dùkterį 'Parents had two children, son and daughter'" 1 . These examples reveal beĩ as a marker of socalled "natural coordination". The structure of the paper is as follows: in section 1, I will present the geographical scope of beĩ. This section will show that productivity of the Lithuanian conjunction beĩ 'and' is strictly connected to the area of Lithuania Minor (former East Prussia). Moving eastward, the frequency of beĩ reduces dramatically. This suggests that beĩ 'and' in modern Lithuanian is a borrowing from Lithuania Minor dialects. The next section describes how beĩ was used in Old Lithuanian texts. Analysis in this section is based on works by authors from former East Prussia (Lithuania Minor), where beĩ displays the utmost frequency and functional diversity. The conducted analysis shows that beĩ often occurred as a kind of focalizer 'and also, and besides, as well as' (2.3., 2.4.), and sometimes appeared as a translation of Latin atque 'and'. It also occasionally introduced a new topic in narrative text (2.2.) . In section 3, I will defend the thesis that beĩ comes from a conflation of the common Baltic conjunction bè 'and' and additive particle i 'also', i.e. *be ir 'and also'. This explanation elucidates well the aforementioned focalizing function of beĩ 'and'. The change *beir > beĩ illustrates the Lithuanian phonotactic rule that does not allow phonemic groups of the type VRR# (Vocal + Resonant + Resonant; or more precisely Vjr#). The geographical scope of beĩ as well as some details of the Old Prussian language (function words be <bhe> 'and' and ir 'also') suggest that beĩ came into existence in the Old Prussian-Lithuanian language community.
1. Beĩ in 16 th / 17 th cent. Lithuanian texts -geographical scope In modern Lithuanian, beĩ 'and' can be found only in written language, especially in the daily press (M i l i ū n a i t ė 2007). However, in 19 th century, the conjunction beĩ was much more widespread, particularly in the territory of Lithuania Minor. This statement is supported by the extensive description (nearly a whole page) of beĩ in K u r s c h a t ' s grammar (1876, 436). Kurschat's depiction also emphasises the use of beĩ as a conjunction combining "words with related meanings": "Die Verbindung durch beĩ gilt als die engste, etwa wie im Lateinischen die durch -que und im Griechischen die durch τέ und wird meistens nur bei Verbindung von zwei zu einem Paar gehörigen Dingen gebraucht. Bsp. Vater und Mutter sind nicht zu Hause, tws beĩ mótyna ne-namėj (…). Doch setzt man gegenwärtig selbst in diesen und ähnlichen Fällen ein i statt beĩ. (…)" Analysis of the geographical scope of beĩ in Old Lithuanian texts is very illuminating. Lithuanian Jesuit priest Konstanty Szyrwid (Lith. Konstantinas Sirvydas) from East Lithuania, writing in East-Aukštaitian dialect, in the first edition of his dictionary (1620), describes only the conjunction i 'and'. It is true that, in the third edition of his Dictionarium (1642), Szyrwid included beĩ as a synonym of i, but all (numerous) instances of usage are only provided for i, e.g.: Ampułká / ampulla (…). Sudelis iż kurio winu / ir wundeni kielikan pila prieg miśiey (page 2), (lit.) 'A little vessel, from which wine and water are poured into the chalice during a Holy Mass'. In the first part of Szyrwid's Punktai sakymų (1629), beĩ does not appear a single time. On this basis, one can assume that Szyrwid knew of beĩ only passively, as in East Lithuania, beĩ was not used. It is striking also, that in Wolfenbütteler Postill (1573), which displays numerous East-Aukštaitian features, beĩ occurs only once. This fact can be easily explained by the influence of later scribes and proofreaders. Beĩ has not also been recorded in the East-Aukštaitian dialect of Lazūnai (see Pe t r a u s k a s, Vi d ug i r i s 1985). The archaic dialect of Zietela does not show traces of beĩ either (see Ro z w a d ow s k i 1995; Vi d ug i r i s 1998).
In Christusa (1759) , the conjunction beĩ does not occur at all (G i r d e n i s, G i rd e n i e n ė 1997).
As we can see, the frequency of beĩ increases as we travel from East to West Lithuania. I do not have at my disposal data concerning the presence of beĩ in the South-Aukštaitian dialect, however, the dictionary of the South-Aukštaitian dialect of Druskininkai (N a k t i n i e n ė, P a u l a u s k i e n ė, Vi t k a u s k a s 1988) does not report beĩ. According to my informants, beĩ is also unknown in the language of the older generation of residents of Puńsk (where the South-Aukštaitian dialect is used). All these facts suggest that the frequency of beĩ was tightly connected to Lithuania Minor. This observation corresponds with remarks by P a l i o n i s (1995, 72) . Of course, the last word should be given to dialectologists, who would verify, on the basis of current dialects, the distribution of beĩ noticed in Old Lithuanian texts.
As a side note, I would like to add that there are more similar downsides in the description of Lithuanian dialects. For example, the sentence 'John no longer has time' may be expressed in Lithuanian in three ways: Jonas jau neturi laiko / Jonas nebeturi laiko / Jonas jau nebeturi laiko (turi 'has', laikas 'time', jau 'already'). What arises due to the analysis of the oldest texts is that nebe-and jau nebe-'no longer' occur side by side exclusively in texts from Lithuania Minor. Mikołaj Dauksza (coming from middle Lithuania) used nebe-(twice in his Postill), but never jau nebe-, while Szyrwid (from East Lithuania) knew only jau ne-, a counterpart of the Polish już nie 'no more' (O s t r ow s k i 2011; 2016) 2 . In the future, this philological observation should also be confronted with data from dialects.
2. Functions of beĩ in Old Lithuanian texts 2.1. Beĩ as a marker of "natural coordination" In all descriptions of beĩ 'and,' one ascertainment is repeated: that beĩ combines words with related meanings, in other words, beĩ is a marker of "natural coordination", see the definition by Wä l c h l i (2005, 5):
"(…) natural coordination, coordination of items which are expected to co-occur, which are closely related in meaning, and which form conceptual units, such as 'father and mother', 'husband and wife', 'hands and feet', 'eat and drink', 'read and write', rather than 'the man and the snake', 'toe and belly', 'knife and hammer', 'eat and read', 'read and swim', which are instances of accidental coordination, coordination of items which are not expected to co-occur, and which do not have a close semantic relationship."
Below, I have gathered examples from Postill (1599) by Dauksza (1)- (2) 2 The difference between all three variants boils down to the difference between INTER and OUTER NEGATION. Sentences with nebe(-) involve outer negation, whereas sentences with jau ne-involve inter negation; be-is the Old Lithuanian continuative prefix ('still'). Parallel development can be found in Old Greek οὐκ-έτι 'no more', formed from sentence negation οὐ(κ) and continuative adverb ἔτι 'still'; see Ostrowski (2011; 2016 Since coordinands in "natural coordination" are intimately linked to culture (Wä l c h l i 2005, 8), it is not surprising that in religious texts, such pairs as 'heaven' and 'earth' (4), 'body' and 'blood' (of Christ) or 'bread' and 'wine' (cf. ant duonas bei wina MT 25v, 22) are combined with beĩ. The very title of the work by Wilent, Evangelias bei epistolas ("Gospels and Apostolic Letters") is a good example.
Languages with a separate marker of "natural coordination" are very rare (e.g. the Malagasy language as noticed by Wä l c h l i (2005, 47) , and Lithuanian is another example of this kind. However, more detailed analysis of Old Lithuanian texts shows that even authors coming from East Prussia used i (less often) also, in order to combine words with related meanings. In other words, i was a common, unmarked marker of coordination and beĩ marked, e.g. instances of (kūnas) 'body' / (kraujas) 'blood' (of Christ) in (6)- (7): (6) "Natural coordination" concerns not only nouns, but also verbs, e.g. 'write and read', and even sentences (M i t h u n 1988). In example (9), the verbs pastatyti 'to establish, to set' and paskirti 'to lay down' pertain to the overarching activity of legislating: In (10), the verbs rasti 'to find' and gauti 'to get, to achieve' both pertain to eternal redemption: The subject, i.e. Anabaptists, is coreferential in both clauses -the direct objects (moxla dangiſchkaghi 'heaven's science' and raſchtus 'writings') pertain to canon writings of Christianity. Similar cases, where the marker of coordination is the sentence intonation (strictly speaking "no intonation break"), were discussed by M i t h u n (1988, 335): The difference described by Marianne Mithun between two kinds of sentences (with "no intonation break" and with "comma intonation") finds a fair exemplification in Lithuanian opposition beĩ [ex. (11) 2.2. Beĩ as a sentence particle introducing new content A sentence particle is a function word that ties new information with former discourse (M i t h u n 1988, 346). As Mithun noticed, in Iroquoian languages, such elements often occupy the beginning of the sentence and may be translated into English as 'and so', 'so then', 'so now', 'now then'. In Bretke's Bible, this function was fulfilled by beĩ and a, see (13a)- (13e) 
(…).
'Und da sie es auftat, sah sie das Kind; und siehe, das Knäblein weinete. Da jammerte es sie, und sprach: (…)' 'And when she had opened it, she saw the childe: and beholde, the babe wept. And she had compassion on him, and said, (…).'
The conjunction i combines events that follow one after the other, thus it has the function of a connective of sequential actions. The subject of the following clause is coreferential with the subject or the direct object of the former clause, e.g. (13a) and (13d). In turn, beĩ appears when a new character is introduced to the narrative text, e.g. 'a man of the house of Leui' (13a), 'the daughter of Pharaoh' (13d). A comparison of (13d) and (13e) makes this clear. In (13d), someone new appears: 'the daughter of Pharaoh', and the clause starts with beĩ. However, at the beginning of (13e) is i, because the subject in (13e) is already known to us from (13d) -'the daughter of Pharaoh'. The second person in (13e), who does not occur in (13d), is Mose himself, and the clause starts with beĩ. The clause bei schitai Bernelis werke 'and behold, the babe wept' marks a turning point of the tale, and after beĩ, the presentative particle schitai 'behold' is used 4 . We can find a very similar usage of connectives in Old English, where ond 'and' was a connective of sequential actions, whereas Þa (Indo-European *to-) introduced new information and occupied the initial position of the sentence (H o p p e r 1975, 28-29).
Beĩ as a connective-focalizer
Beĩ as a connective-focalizer is seen in (14)- (16) The focalized subject in postponed clauses is coreferential with the subject (14)- (15) or the adverb (16) of the first clause.
Beĩ in correlative sentences ir … bei / bei … bei 'both X, and Y'
Firstly, we will look at examples from Bretke's Bible: (17) This type of sentence is described by Haspelmath (2007, 14) as a "contrastive coordination, e.g. both A and B, either X or Y": Looking at (17), we find the sequence ir … bei, whereas the alternative order, i.e. *bei … ir, is not used. In some languages, the additive particle follows the second conjunction, e.g. Germ. sowohl … als auch and Pol. jak … tak i również (H a s p el m a t h 2007, 15). Assuming Lith. beĩ to have had additive nuance ('and also, as well as'), we can explain its focalizing value in (14)-(16). Moreover, we can find the reason why beĩ was never combined with enclitic focus particle -gi, i.e. *bei-gi. The language simply avoided using an additional focus marker since beĩ was expressive enough. The emphasis of beĩ also allows us to understand why the replacement of i with beĩ in Kurschat's example múſū karãlius i wokiėtìjos ciėcorius aukßtojè garbėjè laĩkomas 'unser König und Deutschlands Kaiser wird hoch verehrt' (K u r s c h a t 1876, 436) would suggest that múſū karãlius 'unser König' and wokiėtìjos ciėcorius 'Deutschlands Kaiser' are two different people.
The ability to join parts of the sentence in an emphatic way is reminiscent of the Latin conjunction atque 'and' (To r r e go 2009, 459), e.g. regemque et socium atque amicum appellaret '… and he called him king, and ally, even friend' (Tacitus The Annals 4, 26); cf. (19), where Lat. atque 'and also, and besides' has been translated to Lith. beĩ: ir netiektai iu giwata ischlaika / bet ir giwin iůs/ amszinaie giwata/ bei papilda iůs sawa schwiesa ir Teisibe / irgi regimai bei be tarpa jra regimas nůg iu. (MT Locus III 19, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 'et conservat non tantum vitam eorum, sed etiam vivificat eos vita aeterna, et implet eos sua luce et Iustitia, et visibiliter atque immediatè conspicitur ab eis'.
'and not only [God] keeps them [angels and people] alive, but also resurrects them in eternal life, as well as fills them with his light and justice, and in a visible / obvious way, as well as directly is watched by them.'
The observation of the focal value of beĩ will be a point of departure for the etymology of beĩ in section 3. Assuming the correlative sentence ir … bei to mean 'both X, and also Y', we get a parallel for the type ne X, nei Y 'neither … nor' (20)- (21), lit. 'not X and also not Y' (O s t r ow s k i 2014): "contrastive negative coordination" in H a s p el m a t h ' s terms (2007, (15) (16) (17) , e.g. 'Aber die augen der Gottlosen werden verschmachten / vnd werden nicht entrinnen mügen (…) ' (Luther's Bible, 1545) 'But the eyes of the wicked shall faile, and they shall not escape, and their hope shall be as the giuing vp of the ghost. ' (Job 11, 20) As a parallel for (20)- (21) The enclitic focus particle -g(i) always followed the second negation of the correlative structure ne … nei (gi), cf. nei-g in (20) , and the whole sentence could be paraphrased along the lines of 'not X, and not Y either'. There existed, thus, clear-cut correlation between two types: ir … beĩ 'both X, and also Y' alongside nè … neĩ(gi) 'not X, and not Y either'.
The correlation bei … bei (18) alongside ir … bei can be compared to the innovative nei(gi) … nei(gi) 'neither … nor' instead of the older ne … nei(gi), cf. Lat. ne-que … ne-que / nec … nec 'neither … nor' alongside ne … ne-que (details in O s t row s k i 2014).
Etymology
In the unanimous opinion of etymologists, beĩ results from a conflation of the conjunction bè 'and' and the demonstrative postposition -i. Its development is reminiscent of the origin of the negation neĩ (F r a e n kel 1962-1965, 41; O t r ę bs k i 1956, 359) . However, such an elucidation gives rise to at least one objection. While we find numerous etymological connections for Lith. neĩ in other IE languages, there is no such connection for beĩ even in remaining Lithuanian dialects. Due to this, a suspicion arises that beĩ is a Lithuanian innovation. Probably, this issue forced Zigmas Zi n kev i č i u s (1981, 195) to treat beĩ as an analogical form, formed from bè 'and' with the pattern of neĩ 'nor'. The weak point of this reasoning is a lack of sentences of the kind *bè … beĩ as a counterpart of the testified type nè … neĩ, see (20)-(21). Secondly, Zinkevičius' explanation does not elucidate other functions of beĩ, including the important function of beĩ as a marker of "natural coordination" in noun phrases.
M a r i a n n e M i t h u n (1988, 340) noticed that among sources of connectives of noun phrases, the most popular are comitatives, and, what is particularly interesting here, the additive particles 'also, moreover': "Nominal conjunctions also frequently develop from a second source, an adverbial particle meaning 'also, too, as well'. The original function of such a particle is to point out a parallelism between otherwise separate entities." S t a s s e n (2001) noticed something similar. In section 2, I demonstrated that the conjunction beĩ occurs as a focalizer and may be compared to Lat. atque 'and, and besides, even'. At this moment, I must introduce the additive particle ir, e.g.: The majority of instances using the additive particle ir 'also' quoted by LKŽ come from former Lithuania Minor and West Lithuania (Marijampolė's district), even though single testimonies have also been recorded in East Lithuania (Utena's region). As an additive-scalar particle, ir 'even' is documented in writings by Daukantas (Samogitia) and in Latvia (ME 1, 708) 6 . As was shown in section 1, the use of beĩ was only found in Lithuania Minor. With the geographical scope of beĩ coincides with the presence of the additive particle ir 'also' in III Old Prussian Catechism (1561) -see Mažiulis (1981, 130): (25) Deiwas rīks pereit labbai essetennan subbai ir bhe noūson madlan [49, 16] 
Gottes Reich kombt wol ------------------on vnser Gebet von ihm selbs
'The kingdom of God comes independently also without our prayer.' Since Old Prussian catechisms were slavish translations of German texts, the deviation in (25) is conspicuous. This allowed M a ž i u l i s (1993, 35) to see, in (25), a trace of the real usage of ir in Old Prussian.
In order to explain beĩ, I assume that beĩ traces back to a conflation of the conjunction bè 'and' and the additive particle ir 'also', i.e. *beir. As is well known, Lithuanian consonant groups in the coda are mirror images of consonants appearing before the nucleus of a syllable, e.g. STRVRTS in springs '(s)he will suffocate' (A m b r a z a s et al. 1994, 29-32) . As Lithuanian phonotactic rules exclude the phonemic group *#rjV and its counterpart in the coda Vjr#, the reduction *beir > beĩ is completely acceptable 7 . The role of phonotactic rules is very clear in the treatment of Baltic borrowings in Finnish, e.g. Latvian znuõts 'son-in-law, brother-in-law' : Finnish nuode 'id.'; Lithuanian šlúota 'broom' : Finnish luuta 'id.'; Lithuanian briaunà 'edge, side, border' : Finnish reuna 'id.' (K a l l i o 2008, 272, 274 ). I do not see any reason why phonotactic rules should not be taken into account when studying the past of Baltic languages.
A question arises. Could the emergence of *beir be due to influence from Old Prussian? As always, when there are issues of language contact and language substrates, an unambiguous conclusion is difficult. We know very little about Old Prussian-Lithuanian language contact, but some Old Prussian loanwords in Lithuanian can be found, e.g. Lith. saváitė 'week' < Old Pr. , 56-58; 2007, 389) . There is one other fact that is also striking. The conjunction bè 'and' is recorded directly or indirectly in all Baltic languages. Its traces can be found, among others, in Lith. bèt 'but' (and Latv. bet 'but'), which goes back to the conflation of bè 'and' and the neuter pronoun -taĩ 'this' -cf. OLith. betaig 'but' (S m o c z y ń s k i 2007). For the change *betai > *betie > OLith. beti > bet' > bèt, see O s t r ow s k i (2014a; 2015). Probably, bè 'and' gave rise to the causal conjunction be 'as, since', recorded in Mosvid's Catechism (1547). However, only in Old Prussian was the conjunction be <bhe> 'and' widely used. Old Prussian be <bhe> 'and' also gave rise to the OPr. causal connective beggi 'because / denn'. The presence of be 'and' (and ir 'also') in Old Prussian interacts, again, with the geographical scope of beĩ, and this is the last premise that makes me believe that the roots of beĩ can be found in the Old Prussian-Lithuanian language community. 
Conclusions 1) Productivity of Lithuanian conjunction beĩ 'and' is conceived to Lithuania
Minor (Prussian Lithuania). Moving eastward, the frequency of beĩ reduces dramatically to such a degree that, coming from East Lithuania, Konstanty Szyrwid did not use it at all.
